In the Zone: Performing Fandom and Branding in Toronto's Jurassic Park by Daniel Evans
Throughout the 2016 NBA playoffs, TSN television broadcasts of Toronto Raptors games would cut during stoppages in play to the immense crowd gathered outside the Air Canada Centre (ACC)-the Raptors' home arena-watching and cheering in Maple Leaf Square. Fans gathered to watch basketball games in "Jurassic Park," or, as it was officially rebranded by Raptors' owner Maple Leaf Sports Entertainment (MLSE) for their corporate sponsor, the Ford Motor Company, the Ford Fan Zone at Maple Leaf Square. It did not matter whether the game was in Toronto, Indianapolis, Miami, or Cleveland, thousands of fans would show up rain or shine to be a part of the action and festivities of the viewing party. During end-of-season and playoff game days in April and May, Jurassic Park became a loud, boisterous centre of Toronto's civic pride. In recent seasons, Raptors fans have become the envy of many in the league and are cited by the players as an extra motivator in their games (Bennett) . In creating a collective sense of identity tied to the space of the fan zone, the arena, the team, the city, and even the country, MLSE has fostered a performance of community closely tied to one of its franchise brands. While Raptors fans gather in the fan zone as spectators to an event going on inside the building (or a similar arena in another city), they also become performers in a sideshow important for the consumptive experience of the Raptors brand. As performers, they are being directed both by the score in the game and by MLSE's management of the Jurassic Park fan-zone space. While the primary aim for the fans in the zone is to enjoy watching the game as a group, MLSE has repurposed and branded their collective identity to drive desire not just within the fan zone but also among audience watching Raptors games on TV.
Increasingly, fan zones have become critical for sporting mega-events like the Olympics and the FIFA World Cup, where large attendances and an influx of sport tourists create the demand for such spectator zones. A move to the use of fan zones for sustained events, such as franchise league play, suggests that these zones are now increasingly being used to market sponsors through their association with the team and through their branded presence in these zones (Giulianotti 3303) . Fan zones have become additions to sport events where spectator demand to attend an event has outstripped the event site's ability to accommodate such a crowd.
The value of these sites is not just in their immediate monetary impact-as sites excluded from the main performance, entrance to them is usually free-but in their auxiliary impacts through sales to nearby vendors, and as subjects of brandscaping. Otto Riewoldt, an architectural journalist, uses the term brandscape to define stores or environments that "get the customer to identify with the world of the brand, creating a brand awareness and providing it with a deep-set emotional anchor" (qtd. in Wickstrom 14) . The MLSE's rebranding of Maple Leaf Square as Jurassic Park and its use as a fan zone has, then, the potential to intimately tie the deeply emotional experiences of participating in these fan events with the MLSE identity and other brands associated through sponsorships. Although MLSE has used the square for similar Toronto Maple Leafs events, the square is more clearly associated with the Toronto public in its Jurassic Park identity through the successes of the NBA team used during the basketball games, in contrast to the rather dire recent history of the hockey team. 
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The site, in addition to providing ample marketing space, also shapes and maintains the order and focus of the overall fan base through the idea of security concerns in the space. The emphasis on security of these fan spaces has increased owing to the general perceptions of security needs in a post-9/11 world (Giulianotti 3302) . Security is becoming increasingly important as a means to protect the crowd within the space, as much as to protect the surrounding public space from the crowd. The construction of security barriers and other physical elements of security influences the behaviour of crowds in these spaces (Taylor and Toohey 3272) . Not all games are considered worthy of a fenced-in fan zone; while playoff games or season openers warrant fences, most regularseason games (played through the Toronto winter) do not. Beyond just the construction of the space, we should consider how the space is monitored by security and how obvious their presence is. In the case of fan zones, there is an emphasis on visibility: a public space that can easily be observed from adjacent buildings, signs warning patrons that they will be videotaped, and the visible presence of security in multiple locations. While the security staff present are given some flexibility as to what constitutes acceptable behaviour, this is largely determined by how similar it is to other behaviour within the zone. Security is quick to intervene for behaviour that stands out-literally, as fans riding on shoulders of others or climbing lamp-posts inside the perimeter are immediately set upon by security and stopped. Less visible transgressions, such as smoking of either tobacco or marijuana, are rarely stopped, emphasizing the importance of visibility to how the space is managed for an audience that can only see the zone on TV.
In the case of Maple Leaf Square, the security perimeter also serves a different purpose, as the perimeter does not encompass the entire square but only the portion immediately in front of the ACC, thus the prime viewing spot in the square. This creates an officially sanctioned and securitized space, within the official fan zone, and an unofficial open-access zone just behind the fan zone proper as Bremner Boulevard heads west to York Street. This second zone still attracts thousands of fans, who likewise are there to be part of the crowd, and who can still view the game on the big screen, but are left out of the brandscape of Jurassic Park. Assuming that the security screening fans on entry into the fan zone is there to protect the crowd gathered to watch the game, why is a significant portion of that crowd omitted from the securitized space? The creation of a controlled zone within Jurassic Park serves multiple purposes for MLSE; the security itself serves to screen for those who are most determined and passionate about being part of the fan zone, as queues to access the zone can extend for up to half an hour or more. Nor is the security screening itself really about security, as the wand that is passed over entrants does not register phones, keys, coins, or apparently any small metal items that are normally caught by such devices. Instead, guards are primarily concerned with confiscating food and beverages so that entrants will need to purchase those items inside the fan zone. Only approved branded items may be consumed by fans within the zone.
Fans' submission to security is the contract between MLSE and the spectator who wishes to be part of the fan zone. The fan enters the consumer space of the Jurassic Park to gain the possibility to display their fandom on camera, receive various giveaways from Ford and other associated companies, and get a free T-shirt or rally towel as a souvenir of their experience at the game. It is within this zone that media outlets focus their attention, with cameras panning over the fan zone and reporters interviewing those inside the zone (Bennett). A stage is set up for viewers within the zone where pre-game broadcasts use the fans as a background, mascots or the Raptors Dance Pack (the cheerleaders) will perform, and on occasion Drake or other celebrities have been known to make an appearance. MLSE will even give away tickets to the game to some lucky fans so that the ultimate reward for being in Jurassic Park is the chance to leave it for a more privileged-and still branded-place inside the building. Through all of these actions, the terms of participation are set; to be in the zone and to be singled out requires a particular form of participatory performance that is active and passionate.
For a long time sport, and particularly the spectatorship of it, has been considered a male activity (Bale 59). Therefore, one of the accepted forms of demonstrating support for one's team often involves an aggressively masculine performance of dedication to one's team. These performances of hegemonic masculinity are widely disseminated through the media and are effectively reinforced as being how an authentic fan should act (Gee and Jackson 87). There is a similar coding of appropriate feminized support at these events, as is clearly demonstrated by the performances of cheerleaders (Schoonderwoerd 122) . Appropriate female support is often best demonstrated through sexualized displays or a notion that their potential sexual availability supports the team (Nurka 49) . Despite fan zones being marketed as general viewing sites, the performances within them tend to promote and encourage the presence of young male spectators, while discouraging the participation of women and children. Aggressive displays of fanhood are what the cameras and reporters want to see, and the more passionate one is, the more likely one is to be singled out for prizes. While I was observing Jurassic Park, the Raptors Dance Pack (the cheerleaders) went through the crowd to give out sets of tickets to the game; the cheerleaders were aggressively pursued through the fan zone by a number of the male
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Through all of these actions, the terms of participation are set; to be in the zone and to be singled out requires a particular form of participatory performance that is active and passionate. fans even after they had given the tickets away. As the Dance Pack were pursued around the fan zone, other MLSE employees charged with distributing tickets were not mobbed by male patrons, suggesting that it was in part the cheerleaders' sexualized role that drew the fans at that moment. This was reinforced by the two women who received free tickets next to me, which were given to them by a female manager, but the manager did not receive any attention from fans at any point during her stroll through the zone. The behaviour exhibited fits, then, into a narrative in which fan spectatorship often exhibits many of the carnivalesque features described by Mikhail Bakhtin (Pearson 39-41 ; also Stallybrass and White 178-179): a familiar and free interaction between people, often exhibited in fandom through cheering for the team in unity; eccentric behaviour, again often present through fans' demonstrations of devotion to their team; and sacrilege, with a privileging of the profane or violent outbursts of expression. Quentin Stevens writes that carnival as a form of play channel[s] society's excesses and contradictions into discrete times and harmless forms, the escapist rituals of carnival help to enhance stability, and thus preserve the wider social order. Yet they are not reducible to this order. The actions … reveal the difficulty of maintaining social cohesion through carnival. (146) (147) Carnival is through its very nature chaotic, and to then overlay a particular meaning and experience onto a carnivalesque experience contradicts the open and subversive nature of the carnival. It is only reproducing the current social order as a release from the normal societal expectations, functioning as a safety valve. In Jurassic Park this attempt at inversion of social order is reinforced through the use of the urban styling of the "We the North" brand campaign that MLSE began with the Raptors in 2014 (Brady) . The walls around the entrance to the ACC are redone as graffiti-covered bricks, more likely to be found in a rundown inner city than on the side of a major sport centre. This strategy of identifying with outsiders and marginalized communities has created a Raptors fan profile that is younger and more representative of Toronto and its diverse population, certainly more so than those of MLSE's other teams: the Maple Leafs (hockey) and Toronto FC (soccer) (Evans) . But Maple Leaf Square is not an inner-city ghetto; it is a newly built plaza surrounded by glittering condo towers, stores, a highend sports bar run by MLSE, and, of course, an arena with a giant TV screen mounted on its exterior wall. Jurassic Park is carnival controlled and directed for others' viewing pleasure. The "We the North" campaign builds on this as an outsider ethic of this team versus the rest of the league, made possible by the Raptors' identity as the sole Canadian franchise in the NBA (Brady) . While this outsider status being marketed by MLSE at first seems hollow, coming from one of the largest sports industry corporations in Canada, it has worked effectively with its target audience, visibly boosting the presence of the team and its merchandise throughout Toronto.
Jurassic Park has become the heart of Raptors Nation and successfully created a performance brandscape full of personal attachment for the fans. The giveaways, performers, concessions, and security facilitate the direction of those participants as a group to perform a specific image of supporting the Raptors. Images of that loud, aggressive mob cheering in front of the ACC are then broadcast throughout the rest of Raptors Nation. Of course, space inside Jurassic Park is limited, putting a premium on access to the space that is paid by early arrival or patience in line-it privileges a particular intensity and commitment to behaviour on the part of the fan. This is not to say that the fans of Jurassic Park have merely been duped into merely playing a role as advertisers for their team. They are there to watch the game and clearly do derive a lot of enjoyment from it, in turn allowing Jurassic Park to survive. However, if there is a moment showing the transition between spectator and performer, it is the momentary gap between the camera lights coming on and the loud cheers erupting from the crowd, that time delay until fans realize they have gone from watching a TV in the square to seeing themselves as the square. MLSE can guide and direct the crowd in Jurassic Park, but it is only in that moment of self-recognition of themselves as actors that the Raptors fans truly begin to perform.
